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There is a fine balance
between being a criminal

Big Job in a Small
Town

defense attorney and a mom
in a small community.
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s I sit in court ready to battle on a contentious hearing with
a deputy district attorney well known to be steadfast in his
arguments, the police officer witness leans over and whispers in my
ear, “The boys did great yesterday, see you at the end-of-the-year
party?” I answer, “Yes, they played their hearts out; we will be there
with the cake.”
See, my son plays Little League Baseball with the police
officer’s son, and the police officer is also his coach. Even though
we are opposing parties battling one another on a constant basis,
our children play sports together. I am a criminal defense attorney.
My job is to uphold the constitution, to make the world a better
place and a place where my children can grow up safe from the
government’s reach; however, firstly I am a mother. As a mother
first, I have to teach my children that not all people are bad—that
sometimes they make mistakes. That includes those that work for
the government, and that includes the police.
I have three children—ages nine, seven, and one. They know
the kinds of clients I work for, they know the difference between
what I do and what a district attorney does. They know that I go
to court and question police officers on why they did certain things
and sometimes I don’t agree with why they did or acted a certain
way.
My children have always found it pretty cool that as a public
defender I represent the types of people depicted on TV. This is
something they understand. Often their school teachers have said,
“I saw your mom on TV last night” or “I read about your mom in
the paper today.” They have been there when people ask me, “How
do you defend those kinds of people?” They hear me say, “Because I
am the one voice to those who need it the most.”
I have never hidden from them what I do or why I do it. I feel
proud when I hear my children say, “She is one of the helpers and
is there to help everyone and make sure everyone is doing their
job so we can be protected.” Occasionally they come across me
in my office listening to a 911 call, watching a video of an arrest
or studying crime scene photographs, and they think that’s cool,
too. But for the most part my children have not devoted a whole
lot of time thinking about what I do and how I question police
officers. I have instilled in them from an early age to see the police
as authority figures.
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There is a fine balance between being a criminal defense
attorney and a mom in a small community. I have to teach my
children to respect police officers and government officials but also
to know that it’s ok to question them.
My oldest plays sports and his coaches are police officers. One
of their babysitters was a police officer’s daughter. Some of their
best friends’ parents are district attorneys. Some of their teachers are
married to police officers. This community is one where everyone
knows everyone. I have to ask the tough questions during a criminal
court appearance, but when I am on the basketball sideline I have
to change my attitude.
I am proud that my children know that part of my job is to
make sure police officers and other lawyers do their jobs correctly.
I am even prouder to explain to them that even these officials can
make mistakes. Admitting that people like police and government
officials can sometimes make mistakes is a hard thing to tell a
child, especially when society so many times tells us that they are
above the law. Today we see news articles about police officers
overstepping their boundaries, people suing government officials
for miscarriages of justice, police officers assaulting and even killing
people, and attorneys who blatantly lie. In today’s society children
are exposed to YouTube videos, TV reports, reality shows and
news stories of police brutality. They can look up anything on the
internet. That is their source of news. They tend to believe anything
if it’s on the internet. Police and government actions are everywhere.
This is not an easy subject to talk about. How do you explain
to your child that not all police officers are bad and that not all
are necessarily good? I explain that there are officers out there who
genuinely take on that career choice because they want to serve
their community, to help protect us, but that there are also some
out there who abuse that power and some that make mistakes. My
children begin to question who they can and cannot trust and then
they question everything. At least mine do. I would never want my
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child in a situation where they come across
an officer and feels that it’s ok for him to
disrespect the officer.
I’m extremely cautious when it comes
to raising my children, but I also realize I
can’t shield them from everything. I want
my children to grow up in a society where
they can trust government, trust police,
and know that their lives are protected. I
want them to know that I don’t think police
officers are evil, that they are our teachers’
husbands and wives, our coaches, church
members and babysitters’ parents. I don’t
want my kids to fear the police. I want
them to know they are still the ones we go
to if we need help, that they genuinely can
trust them.
I want my kids to grow up in a bubble
thinking the world is perfect, but they have
a mom who is a criminal defense attorney. I
know I cannot shield them from everything,
but I know I can teach them to know right
from wrong and the consequences of every
action. I can teach them to be empathetic
to those who don’t have a voice. I can teach
them to respect authority but at the same
time respectfully question their actions. I

can also teach them that at the end of the
day we all are parents fighting for the most
important thing in the world—our children
and their future.
So, for now I will continue to explain
that sometimes good things happen to good
people and to respect authority. I keep my
job description a little vague. That is, until
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they read To Kill a Mockingbird in junior
high school. Then, well, I think we will
have a new topic of conversation around
the dinner table—about what I do and
why I do it and why I am so proud to be
a criminal defense attorney—and, more
importantly, an attorney mother to three
incredible human beings.
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